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Abstract
Developmental and epileptic encephalopathies (DEE) are rare, oftenmonogenic neurodevelopmental
conditions. Most affected individuals have refractory seizures. All have multiple severe impairments
which can be as life-limiting as or more limiting than the seizures themselves. Mechanism- and gene-
targeted therapies for these individually rare, genetic conditions hold hope for treatment, amelioration
of disease expression, and even cure. The near absence of fit-for-purpose (FFP) clinical outcome
assessments (COA) to establish the benefits for nonseizure outcomes of these new therapies in clinical
trials poses significant challenges to drug development. The Food and Drug Administration Patient-
FocusedDrug Development guidance series provides direction for how to overcome these challenges
and to ensure FFPmeasures are available for trials. The goal is to havemeasures that address outcomes
of importance to patients and caregivers, reliably and accuratelymeasure the outcome in the spectrum
of abilities for the target disease, and are sensitive to meaningful change over time. The guidances
identify 3 primary strategies: (1) directly adopting and implementing available outcome measures;
(2) creating measures de novo; and (3) a middle path of adapting or modifying existing measures.
Emphasized throughout the guidances is the indispensable and extensive role of the patient or
caregiver to assuring the goal of having fit measures is achieved. This review specifically considers
the difficulties of adopting available COAs in severely impaired patient groups and ways to adapt or
modify existing COAs to be FFP as encouraged in the guidances. Adaptations include alterna-
tive scoring, use of assessments in out-of-intended age ranges, and modifications for individuals
with sensory or motor impairments. Some additional considerations that may facilitate achieving
adequate clinical outcomemeasures, especially for rare diseases, include use of personalized endpoints,
merging of existing COAs, and developing a consortium of rare DEE advocates and researchers to
ensure fitness of adapted COAs across multiple rare disease groups. The FDA guidances help ensure
that clinical trials targeting nonseizure outcomes, especially in severely impaired populations, will have
adequately valid and sensitive outcome measures. This in turn will strengthen the ability of trials to
provide informative tests of whether treatments provide meaningful therapeutic efficacy.

Introduction
The 21st Century Cures Act1 provides the impetus for robust inclusion of and reliance on
patient experience data when evaluating clinical benefits of new therapies. The Federal Drug
Administration (FDA) Patient-Focused Drug Development (PFDD) guidances were issued in
response to the Act to aid researchers and drug developers in designing clinical outcome
assessments (COA) that provide optimal tests of a therapy’s benefits.

Notably, these guidances focus exclusively on clinical outcomes and emphasize the essential and
extensive role of patient-caregiver involvement in most aspects of COA development.2-5 The
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first 2 guidances address methods for obtaining representative
stakeholder input2 and identifying patient priorities.4 The third
guidance, “Selecting, Developing or Modifying Fit-for-Purpose
Clinical Outcome Assessments,”3 provides a roadmap for en-
suring a COA is appropriate. The fourth guidance addresses trial
endpoints developed from COAs, the outcomes to be tested.6

Table 1 provides (A) a summary of the guidances and (B) the
primary types of COAs in common use and concepts and terms
used in the guidances. Here we consider specific challenges to
identifying fit-for-purpose (FFP or fit) COAs faced by many
recently recognized rare, genetic neurodevelopmental disorders
(NDD) and potential solutions to address these challenges and
facilitate robust assessment of the clinical benefits of new ther-
apies in line with the FDA guidances.

Precision Medicine and Rare Diseases
In the context of rapid gene discovery and intense interest in
precision therapies that target underlying molecular mecha-
nisms, the PFDD guidances ground drug development in the
human condition they are intended to improve. In theory,
precision medicines should not simply suppress individual
disease symptoms (e.g., seizures) but should reregulate un-
derlying pathophysiology, halt disease progression, and po-
tentially reverse salient disease manifestations in a manner
that measurably improves patients’ lives. Approval from a
regulatory body such as the FDA generally requires demon-
stration of therapeutic efficacy: A therapy must produce better
clinical outcomes than control therapies or placebo. Although
FDA approval has been granted based on robust surrogate
endpoints (biomarkers directly reflecting the well-established
pathophysiology of the disease) in the absence of primary
clinical outcomes demonstrating an effect,e1 this is excep-
tional. Evidence of clinical efficacy is typically required.

For rare diseases, determining meaningful improvement pre-
sents particular difficulties.7,8 These challenges have been faced
by several rare neurometabolic and neuromuscular diseases
now being treated with gene/mechanism-targeted therapies
such as antisense oligonucleotide (“ASO”) treatments for
amyotrophic lateral sclerosise1 and spinal muscular atrophy
(SMA),e2 exon-skipping therapies for Duchenne muscular
dystrophy,e3 gene replacement for adrenoleukodystrophy,e4

and enzyme replacement for neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis.e5

These diseases were recognized as distinct clinical syndromes
long before their genetic underpinnings were identified, and
there were extensive natural history data often defined by the
same or similar COAs ultimately used in clinical trials.

Owing to recent advances in gene discovery, numerous
NDDs, which previously were not clinically distinct from
each other, are now being recognized as individually rare,
monogenic diseases. This represents a shift from clinical
syndromes driving gene discovery to gene discovery driving
clinical phenotyping. Many NDDs have epilepsy as a prom-
inent component, and the umbrella term “Developmental and
Epileptic Encephalopathy” (DEE) is often used for those. Be-
cause DEEs are traditionally conceptualized as “epilepsies,”
seizures have been the primary outcome targeted in clinical
trials (e.g., fenfluramine,9 ganaxalone10). Although ex-
tremely disruptive, frightening, and dangerous, seizures are
not necessarily the only or even primary concern for patients and
caregivers. DEEs are also associated with severe to profound
cognitive and behavioral morbidities, other neurologic and
extraneurologic manifestations, high mortality,11-13 and life-long
dependence on caregivers and often on assistive equipment.14,15

As genetic diagnostic indications expand, the clinical spectrum
associated with any given “DEE gene” now includes individuals
who never have epilepsy. This raises special challenges for drug
development: Which nonseizure outcomes should be targeted?
How will they be measured? What constitutes “better” to pa-
tients and caregivers?

Barriers to clinical trial readiness are especially challenging
for NDDs and for DEEs in particular. Unlike some rare
neurometabolic and neuromuscular diseases that have been
recognized and studied for decades, most DEEs are relatively
recently recognized through genetic diagnosis and are het-
erogeneous in expression. There are few if any natural his-
tory data to guide selection of nonseizure trial outcomes and
no reliable biomarkers. For rare diseases, such data can take
years to amass. Furthermore, available COAs often have
significant content and psychometric limitations for DEEs.
Currently, few if any therapies are approved for nonseizure
indications for any DEE. Failure to show clinically mean-
ingful differences for a primary indication could spell the end
for a novel therapy. If that happens, it is essential that the lack
of measured therapeutic effect be due to a true lack of
treatment effect and not to a poor choice of outcome or its
measurement.16

PFDD guidance #3 is particularly pertinent in this regard for
nonseizure outcomes. Here, we (1) highlight key challenges
with many COAs when used to study DEEs, (2) discuss
strategies for arriving at a fit COA, (3) provide additional
suggestions specific to rare DEEs, and (4) consider the role of
COAs in defining trial endpoints.

Glossary
COA = clinical outcome assessments;COI = concept of interest;CVI = cerebral visual impairment;DEE = Developmental and
Epileptic Encephalopathies; FFP = fit-for-purpose; FDA = Federal Drug Administration;GAS = goal attainment scaling;GSV =
growth scale values; NDD = neurodevelopmental disorders; PFDD = patient-focused drug development; SMA = spinal
muscular atrophy.
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Table 1 Patient-Focused Drug Development Guidances, Key Concepts, and Terms: Text Is Directly From the PFDD
Guidances2-4

A. Patient experience data and purposes of the patient-focused drug development (PFDD) guidances

Patient experience
data

The Cures Act defines the term “patient experience data” to include data that:
(1) are collected by any persons (including patients, family members and caregivers of patients, patient advocacy organizations,
disease research foundations, researchers and drug manufacturers); and (2) are intended to provide information about patients’
experiences with a disease or condition, including (A) the ‘impact (including physical and psychosocial impacts) of such disease or
condition or a related therapy or clinical investigation; and (B) patient preferences with respect to treatment of the disease or
condition.
This expansive definition of “patient experience data” includes a wide range of opportunities for the collection of information that
might be used to inform and provide a greater patient focus in medical product development
The range of patient experience data that would fit within the Cures Act statutory definition includes: patient registry data, natural
history study data, patient focus group or meeting reports, patient survey data, clinical outcome assessment (COA) data collected
during clinical trials, and elicited patient preference data.

Guidance 1 (G1) From whom do you get input, and why? How do you collect the information?
Guidance 1 discusses sampling methods that could be used when planning a study to collect patient input. It also provides a general
overview of the relationship between potential research question(s) andmethod(s) when deciding fromwhom to get input (including
defining the target population and development of the sampling strategy).

Guidance 2 (G2) What do you ask, and why? How do you ask nonleading questions that are well-understood by a wide range of patients and other
stakeholders?
Guidance 2 [discusses]methods for eliciting information from individuals identified in Guidance 1, gathering information about what
aspects of symptoms, impacts of their disease, and other issues are important to patients. It discusses best practices in conducting
qualitative research and reference-related resources.

Guidance 3 (G3) How do you decide what to measure in a clinical trial and select or develop fit-for-purpose COAs?
Guidance 3 [addresses] refining the list of concepts of interest important to patients for measurement. Given that not everything
identified as important by patients, caregivers, and clinicians can be addressed by an investigational treatment or be measured, this
guidance addresses issues related to selecting what to measure in a medical product development program and identification or
development of fit-for-purpose COAs to assess outcomes of importance to patients.

Guidance 4 (G4) How do you incorporate a given COA tool or set of measures into a defined clinical study endpoint? How would you define a
meaningful change in that endpoint?
Guidance 4 [addresses] topics related to incorporating COAs into endpoints for regulatory decision making including COA-related
endpoint development, definingmeaningful within-patient score changes, and collection, analysis, interpretation, and submission of
data.

B. Key concepts and terms in the PFDD guidancesa

Common
acronym Term and definition

COA Clinical Outcome Assessment:
• A measure that describes or reflects how a patient feels, functions, or survives

PRO Patient-Reported Outcome:
• Reports come directly from the patient
• Useful for assessment of symptoms (e.g., pain intensity, shortness of breath), functioning, events, or other aspects of health from the
patient’s perspective
o Examples include any of the PROMIS (Patient ReportedOutcomeMeasure Information System) instruments and othermeasures of
quality of life, pain, stress, fatigue, etc.

ObsRO Observer-Reported Outcome:
• Reports come from someone other than the patient or a health professional (e.g., a parent or caregiver) who has opportunity to
observe the patient in everyday life

•Useful when patients such as young children cannot reliably report for themselves, or to assess observable aspects related to patients’
health (e.g., signs, events, or behaviors)
o Examples would include the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales or the Aberrant Behavior Checklist, either completed by parents or
teachers

ClinRO Clinician-Reported Outcome:
• Reports come from a trained health care professional using clinical judgment
• Useful when reports of observable signs, behaviors, clinical events, or other manifestations related to a disease or condition benefit
from clinical judgment
o Examples include the Gross Motor Function Measure as adapted for trials of SMA or the results of a neurological exam

PerfO Performance Outcome:
• A measurement based on standardized task(s) actively undertaken by a patient according to a set of instructions
o Examples include an IQ test or a timed walk test

COI Concept Of Interest:
• The aspect of an individual’s experience or clinical, biological, physical, or functional state that the assessment is intended to capture
(reflect)

COU Context Of Use:
• Considerations for context of use include (i) how the COAwill be used in a trial to support a COA-based endpoint; (ii) target population;
(iii) study context; (iv) timing; and (v) implementation

Continued
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Challenges for Studying DEEs With
Available COAs

Concept of InterestMayBe Inadequately Captured by a
COA
For individuals with severe to profound impairments, funda-
mental concepts—communication, gross motor skills, sleep,
quality of life—may be quite different from what is seen in the
typical population. Mismatches between an instrument as
used in its intended population and its applicability to a new
target population can occur at multiple levels.

Defining the Concept of Interest (COI) in the Target Population

For some populations, a COI may have facets that are not
present in the general population. Several pediatric sleep
questionnaires were reviewed by parents of childrenwithDravet
syndrome for interpretability, relevance, and completeness.17

Parents identified that sleep disturbances due to seizures were
not assessed. This was considered a significant deficiency of the
instruments because frequent nocturnal seizures are highly
disruptive and potentially dangerous. Questionnaires developed
for use in typical children also consider certain sleep-related
behaviors, such as cosleeping, to be “problematic.” Parents of
children with nocturnal seizures often sleep in the same bed or

room with their children to monitor for nighttime seizures. The
questions, interpretation, and scoring of such questionnaires
require redesign for people with nocturnal seizures.

Understanding the Questions

Fitness also requires that respondents understand the ques-
tions and answer choices as intended by the developers
(Table 2).3,18,19 COAs designed for the general population
frequently incorporate assumptions about available behavioral
repertoire. For example, a question about whether a child
“deliberately disobeys” assumes sufficient comprehension for
deliberate disobedience to be a possible behavior and the ca-
pacity to perform activities that could constitute disobedience
(running away) or compliance (cleaning up toys). Parents do
their best to interpret the questions and response categories.
Whether that translates into interpretable or reliable responses
and scores is unclear. Ultimately, scores suggesting “normal” or
nonproblematic behavior may be due to limited abilities to
manifest the challenging behaviors as assessed in the COA.20

Relevance of Content

Many COAs are multidimensional and provide both sum-
mary and more specific scores. The composite Vineland

Table 1 Patient-Focused Drug Development Guidances, Key Concepts, and Terms: Text Is Directly From the PFDD
Guidances2-4 (continued)

B. Key concepts and terms in the PFDD guidancesa

Common
acronym Term and definition

FFP Fit-For-Purpose:
• The level of validation associated with amedical product development tool is sufficient to support its context of use as determined by
the strength of the evidence in support of interpreting the COA scores as reflecting the concept of interest within the context of use

RS Raw Scores:
• The unaltered sum of points obtained from each item in an assessment

SS Standardized Scores:
• The conversion of a raw score to a score that allows direct comparisons between individuals and where they stand in the population
for which the test was created. Standardized scores (e.g., intelligence quotient (IQ) score or developmental quotient (DQ)) are typically
adjusted for age and sometimes other key factors

GSV Growth Scale Values:
•GSVare closely related to raw scores but differ in that each item is differentially weighted to reflect its difficulty basedonRasch analysis
and Item Response Theory. In theory, GSVs provide interval scale measures where, e.g., a 10 point difference between 10 and 20
represents the same gain as a 10 point difference between 50 and 60b

TRT Test-Retest Reliability:
• The degree to which the same answers and same scores are obtained on repeated application of ameasurement (of any kind) on the
same individual over a brief periodof time duringwhich no changewould reasonably be expected to occur. For example, the degree of
cortical atrophy seen on 2 MRIs performed a week apart on the same healthy person using the same MRI equipment and protocol

IRR Inter-Rater Reliability:
• The degree to which 2 independent evaluator arrive at the same result when assessing the same set of data. For example, 2 EEG
readers agree on the percentage of a tracing that contains spike wave

MCID Minimal Clinically Important Difference:
• The smallest change in a domain (e.g., mobility or expressive communication) that is considered important to patients or caregivers.
This may not be the smallest detectable change but a change that has clear impact on function, quality of life or another criterion

a For a detailed explanation of these terms, please visit the COSMIN: COnsensus-based Standards for the selection of healthMeasurement Instruments site at
cosmin.nl/.
b For a detailed overview of GSVs, please see Daniels MH and Vannier L-C, Growth Scale Value (GSV): Theory, Development, and Applications. [GSV Technical
Report 1], NCS Pearson, 2022.
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Adaptive Behavior Scales (“Vineland”) score has domain
scores for motor, communication, daily living skills, and
socialization. Each contains 2 or 3 subdomains, for example,
expressive, receptive, and written for communication.21

Expressive and receptive communication are important for
DEE-affected individuals and their families; written com-
munication is less so as many affected individuals do not
have the necessary cognitive or fine motor capacity. Because
writing is combined with other scores to yield an overall
communication score, changes in expressive or receptive
communication may be obscured in the overall score by
stagnant writing skills. Including subdomains such as written
communication can also be discouraging to parents and in-
crease protocol burden.

Mismatch Between the COA and the COI

Occasionally, an instrument designed for one COI is mis-
interpreted or used for another by the investigators. For

example, adaptive behavior measures, such as the Vineland,
assess skills and behaviors that are used to navigate one’s en-
vironment in an effective, age-appropriate manner.21 Adaptive
behavior requires both acquiring a skill (development and
ability) and using the skill appropriately. Consequently, an
individual who can manipulate a fork and knife to cut food but
is not allowed to have a knife because of rage attacks might
receive credit on a fine motor ability measure but not on a daily
living skill adaptive behavior assessment. Ensuring clarity about
the purpose and intended use of the COA and re-evaluating it
for the COI in the target population is essential to assessing its
fitness.

Psychometric Properties of Available COAs Are Often
Inadequate in Rare Disease Populations
Fit COAs must be reliable, sensitive to the relevant range of
outcomes in the target population, distinguish between indi-
viduals with different levels of abilities, and detect changes
within an individual over time (Table 1).3

Table 2 Components of a Fit-For-Purpose COA: Text Is From Guidance 3, Table 1.3,a

Component

1. “The concept of interest should be assessed by a specific COA because [investigators provide the rationale]”
• Example: Subjective symptoms such as pain or fatigue are best assessed with a patient-reported or occasionally proxy-reported assessment. By contrast,
an assessment of gait mechanics is best conducted by expert exam, often assisted with computerized quantification of videos taken under specified
conditions

2. “The COA measure selected captures all the important aspects of the concept of interest”
• Example: Not including nocturnal seizures in a sleep measure for people with epilepsy may result in poor understanding of apparent sleep disorders

3. “Respondents understand the instructions and items/tasks of the measure as intended by the measure developer”
• Example:Questionnairesmay querywhether a child completes homeworkwithoutmultiple reminders or displays disruptive behaviors such ashitting. If a
child is not in an academic school setting and receives no “homework” or cannot purposefullymanipulate her hands and arms to hit someone, it is unclear
how to answer this essentially double-barreled question

4. “Scores of the COA are not overly influenced by processes/concepts that are not part of the concept of interest”
• Example: Communication is typically assessed on the basis of verbal language. In individuals with NDD who are often nonverbal, failure of a COA to
accommodate sign language, adapted and alternative communication devices, written communication, and other non-language-based or nonsymbolic
forms of communicationwill result in inadequate or inaccurate assessment of communication ability. Cultural and translation/linguistic validation can be
considered part of this general criterion. A question about use of western table utensils would have to be redesigned for cultures in which chop sticks are
commonly used

5. “The method of scoring responses to the COA is appropriate for assessing the concept of interest”
• Example: Yes-no responses force respondents into absolute categories. For example, “Does your child look at youwhen you call her name?”Howdoes one
respond if this has happened once or twice, or happens sometimes but not usually? Meaningful gradations in response options provides more
information and makes the response easier to provide

6. “Scores from the COA correspond to the specific health experience(s) the patient has related to the concept of interest”
• Example: A mobility question might query the highest level of function an individual has (from can take no steps at all to ascends and descends stairs
unaided). The response on the questions should directly reflect what the individual can do and does in daily life. The gradations between the two ends
should be distinctly different, easy to differentiate, and meaningful in terms of patient function

7. “Scores are sufficiently sensitive to reflect clinically meaningful changes within patients over time in the concept of interest within the context of use”
• Example: An instrument such as the Functional Motor Scale at 5 yards has 6 discrete levels that range fromwalking independently without impediment at
a typical speed on all terrains to requiring a wheeled device formobility. Such a scale would be insensitive to changes in someonewho is initially unable to
sit independently or hold his head upright but who, over time, becomes able to do those things and even standwithout support but not yet take steps. The
FMS 5 yards score would remain unchanged

8. “Differences in COA scores can be interpreted and communicated clearly in terms of the expected impact on patients’ experiences”
• Example: COA scores should ultimately translate into whether someone has experienced a clinically meaningful improvement. While a 3-point change in
the GSV on the Vineland for communication might not result in noticeable and meaningful improvement in a person’s communicative ability, a 10-point
gainmight reflect noticeable improvement by caregivers in their ability to understandwhether an individual is (e.g.) in pain versus is hungry versus desires
something specific

Abbreviations: COA = clinical outcome assessment; GSV = growth scale value.
a Listed components are those that are likely but not necessarily needed in the rationale for a specific COA, concept of interest, and context of use. Each
rationale can be tailored to the proposed interpretation and use. Each component should be accompanied by comprehensive supporting evidence and
justification.
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Floor Effects

DEE-affected individuals have moderate to profound impair-
ments. Typically, more than half fall in a range represented by
>3 SD below the norm-referenced mean for concepts such as
development, IQ, and adaptive behavior22-24; only ;1–2/
1,000 of the general population are expected to score in this
range.Mostmeasures are designed to distinguish above average
from high average or low average from below average in the
general population and do not have the granularity to make
meaningful distinctions at the extremes of their score range.
This lack of granularity renders the measure insensitive to real
improvements or declines in severely affected individuals and
for use in many disease groups (Figure 1A). It may also be a

concern for therapies that halt disease progression but do not
seem to reverse the disease state based on the sameCOAs used
to assess disease progression.

Age Standardization

Many measures are standardized to chronological age-based
normative data under the expectation that older children will
have mastered more skills than younger children and there-
fore need higher raw scores at each age to maintain a given
standardized score. In the DEEs, standardized scores decrease
with increasing age.22,25 This can reflect regression of skills
over time but often reflects plateauing (failure to acquire new
skills) or a slower rate of skill acquisition relative to same-aged

Figure 2 Evaluating Reliability When Systematic Changes in Background Health Status May Increase Measurement Error

(A) Scores on a COAnaturally fluctuatewithin a small range fromday to day because of randomerror orminor variations in the individual (e.g., blood pressure
is rarely exactly the same each time it is taken but tends to vary within a small range). Such variation would generally not be considered clinically important.
Systematic variation may occur in conjunction with significant events that produce a clear and important effect on the concept measured by the COA. These
distort (increase) the true random error of measurement. (B) A new therapy is initiated and evaluated against the backdrop of random and systematic
fluctuation. Scores continue to fluctuate but can clearly be shown to increase (depending on how many measures are made and when) above the levels
expected for random fluctuation. By contrast, if variation due to systematic errors (significant events that create outliers) is not considered, the change in the
COA scores does not measure above the range of measurement error. In psychometrics, the concept of reliability encompasses this concern and can be
quantified with a series of measures called intraclass correlation coefficients or ICC.

Figure 1 Illustrations of Floor Effects and Declining Standardized Scores Despite Real Gains in Skills

(A) For a hypothetical COA, the lowest possible standardized score, 1, is assigned for raw scores of 0–3, 0–24, 0–36, 0–40, and 0–42 for children aged 1, 2, 3, 4,
and 5 years (dark blue area). The hypothetical patient has made significant gains from year to year but never registers above the floor of the standardized
score. (B) The raw scores required to maintain a given standardized score (SS) over time increase with chronological age. In this example, the dark blue area
represents the range of raw scores that would receive a SS of 6 at ages 1 through 5 years. The yellow line represents a hypothetical patient whose raw score at
1 year corresponds to a SS = 6. Although the raw score increases each year, it does not keep upwith what is needed tomaintain a SS = 6 and the SS falls (green
line).
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peers (Figure 1B). Use of age-standardized scores renders
many measures unable to detect real changes in severely im-
paired individuals.

Reliability of Measures vs Stability of Underlying Outcomes

Test-retest reliability is required to ensure a measure can
demonstrate true change in the target outcome above and
beyond random error (Figure 2). The occurrence of seizures,
rescue medications, changes in medications, poor sleep, and
illness all have systematic and sometimes large effects on the
outcome but may be irrelevant to and interfere with assessment
of treatment effect.26,27 Empirically, we can see that adjustment
for systematic perturbations that affect the outcome can im-
prove instrument reliability and sensitivity.27,28 Understanding
these systematic influences can lead to modifications in trial
design, analyses, and the COA itself. For caregiver or self-
reported surveys, defined qualifiers such as “on a good day” or
“typically” can make questions more meaningful and easier to
answer. Although seemingly subjective, good questionnaire
design helps ensure such terms can be clearly defined and used
to elicit meaningful, consistent responses.

Modifying or Adapting COAs
The PFDD guidances present 3 approaches for arriving at a fit
COA: (1) adopting an existing COA, (2) modifying or
adapting existing instruments, or (3) creating a COA de novo.
The previous examples illustrated challenges to wholesale
adoption of existing, norm-referenced COAs. Creating new
instruments is time-consuming, expensive, and results in a
proliferation of redundant measures. Many available COAs
are well-respected with extensive track records and rich
item banks of relevant behaviors and skills. Modification of
existing measures presents efficiencies and when feasible is
encouraged.3,7 Several strategies are already in use.

Alternative Scoring
Raw scores are simply the sum of points an individual achieves
on a measure regardless of age. A change or difference in the
number of points reflects a change or difference in the COI.
Dramatically disparate assessments of difference and change
were observed in a cohort of children with SCN2A-associated
DEE when comparing the same set of Vineland data based on
standardized vs raw scores.22 Growth scale values (GSV) rep-
resent a more sophisticated alternative to raw scores29,30 and are
available for at least 3 well-respected neurodevelopmental in-
struments, the Vineland-3, the Bayley Scales of Infant and
Toddler Development 4th edition (Bayley-4), and the De-
velopmental Profile-4. Raw scores and GSVs do not rely on
comparisons to same-aged peers. Randomized trials require
measures that can identify change within an individual, and the
raw and GSV scores seem preferable to standardized scores in
this regard.30

Out of Age–Range COAs
Regardless of chronological age, most DEE-affected individ-
uals function at levels comparable to infants and very young

children. COAs used outside of their intended age range may
provide useful measures. When used in older, severely im-
paired individuals, raw scores showed little floor or ceiling
effects for COAs such as the Adaptive Behavior Assessment
System (ABAS) 0–5 yearse6 or the Communication and So-
cial Behavior Scalesee7 developed for children younger than
18months.31 Furthermore, scores discriminated well between
individuals with clearly different levels of ability and impair-
ment. The Bayley-4 was successfully used out of age range in
Angleman syndrome.24 Although impaired adults are not
equivalent to infants and toddlers, for narrowly defined basic
communication, motor, and some behavioral functions, the
content of COAs intended for infants and toddlers may be
transferred with thoughtful modification to severely impaired,
older children, adolescents, and even adults.

Modifying for Accessibility
Most individuals with severe cognitive and motor limitations
also have significant sensory, motor, and communication im-
pairments that interfere with test administration and hamper
interpretation of test results. Cortical/cerebral visual impair-
ment (CVI), a common finding in patients with DEE, may limit
access to visual stimuli presented during performance-based
testing, thereby compromising validity of results. Modifications
of a hand-useCOA in consultationwith aCVI specialist resulted
in adaptations that made fine motor tasks visually accessible for
children withCDKL5-DEE.32 Children who use alternative and
adaptive communication devices are at a disadvantage with
some COAs that inadequately capture ability to communicate
other than with spoken language. Motor impairments may af-
fect an individual’s ability to respond for measures requiring
pointing or manipulation of materials, even for tasks that are
not primarily assessing motor skills. Efforts to adapt existing,
established COAs include the Mullen for Rett syndrome33 and
the Bayley 3rd edition for children with severe impairments.34

Steps Toward COA Trial Readiness for the Rare
Diseases and DEEs
The PFDD guidances provide clear steps needed to reach a fit
COA. The following points build on those guidances and are
intended to reflect needs specific to rare, heterogeneous dis-
eases such as the DEEs.

Include Alternative Types of COAs
The fourth PFDD guidance introduces alternatives to traditional
patient-observer–reported and clinician-reported and perfor-
mance outcome measures (Table 1).6,8 Personalized endpoints
provide a feasible alternative to these traditional COAs, espe-
cially in rare diseases that have considerable heterogeneity in
expression, severity, and progression.3 Goal Attainment Scaling
(GAS) is one such measure and assesses achievement of a pa-
tient’s individual goals for a specific intervention. The goals and
attainment levels are defined by the patient or caregiver and the
clinician together and are therefore both clinically meaningful
and patient-relevant. GAS avoids floor and ceiling effects and is
increasingly used in randomized trials of, for example, cerebral
palsy35 and dementia.36 This approach is especially valuable
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when existing COAs have content or psychometric limitations.
Given the substantial heterogeneity of disease severity and
expression among DEE-affected individuals, even with shared
etiology, personalized measures like GAS represent a valuable
approach for assessing nonseizure outcomes.

Combine COAs to Cover the Outcome Spectrum
The 2019 Rare Disease draft guidance emphasizes the im-
portance of a single COA to cover the full range of possible
scores in the concept of interest for the disease.7 This assures
the same COA is used for all patients for a given outcome in a
trial, thus optimizing statistical power and streamlining anal-
yses. Most COAs are applicable for a restricted ability or age
range. The original Hammersmith Function Motor Measure
assessed nonambulatory patients with SMA types 2 and 3. To
reduce floor effects, it was modified to incorporate aspects of
the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia-Infant Test of Neu-
roDevelopment (CHOP-INTEND) developed for SMA
type-1. To reduce ceiling effects, it incorporated parts of the
NorthStar Ambulatory Assessment (NSAA) developed for
Duchenne muscular dystrophy. This resulted in the “Revised
Hammersmith Scale for SMA.”37

As COAs move from the neonatal-infant period to childhood,
adolescence, and adulthood, they shift from assessing (1) the
most basic neurologic functions dependent onmuscle tone and
strength (e.g., grasping object placed in the hand) to (2) simple
developmental skills or milestones (purposefully picking up an
object) to (3) more complex skills (manipulating a fork to pick
up food and place in the mouth) to (4) adaptive behavior
(using utensils and eating appropriately at the table). Measures
such as the Vineland (age 0–90 years) include each of these
levels but are insufficiently granular at the youngest age range
and are always framed as adaptive behaviors (i.e., does vs can).
Supplementing and possibly combining COAs to ensure that
the full range of the COI—from supportive neurologic func-
tions to adaptive behavior— is meaningfully included could
provide a significant resource for clinical trials.

Consider “Ability-Specific” Rather Than Disease-
Specific COAs
COAs are often developed and validated for individual rare
diseases.32,38 Although some disease-distinctive features en-
courage this practice, many outcome domains that might be
targeted in a trial are common across several rare diseases.
Rather than pursuing separate COAs for each disease, mea-
sures that are ability- or impairment-specific and capture the
full range of function across multiple diseases, especially for
functioning >3 SD below the mean, could provide great ef-
ficiencies for trial readiness in the rare DEE space. For ex-
ample, the Bayley-3, a well-accepted, frequently used
instrument, was modified for individuals with severe impair-
ments.34 With these modifications, it may be used across
disease groups characterized by severe impairments that were
not well-assessed by the standard Bayley-3. Validation of the
CHOP-INTEND, developed for SMA type 1, in children with
X-linked myotubular myopathy and subsequent adaptation

for trial purposes exemplifies the efficiencies of using existing
impairment-specific instruments when appropriate.39

Process of Modifying a COA
While starting with an existing COA provides efficiencies, it still
involves iterative steps that require designing, testing, evaluating,
redesigning, and retesting until necessary criteria for fitness are
met. As exemplified in the SMA literature,37 achieving a fit COA
requires close collaboration among content experts (clinicians,
patients, and caregivers), mixed-methods researchers, and psy-
chometricians. If the purpose is for use in an FDA-approved trial,
the FDA is the ultimate judge of fitness.

Trial End Points
COAs are the basis for defining trial end points. An essential
criterion for a COA is sensitivity to meaningful change in the
outcome domain, as defined by parents and caregivers
(Guidance-4).4 Although establishing a trial end point is not a
modification or adaptation of a COA, the end points inform
COA selection and modification.

Three types of change might be considered: (1) A reliably
detectable change is a function of a measure’s granularity and
reliability (test-retest and inter-rater). (2) “Minimal Clinically
Important Difference” (MCID) is the smallest change that has
meaningful consequences to the individual or family.40 MCID
is defined at the individual level (e.g., proportion of patients
with >50% seizure reduction) rather than group level (average
reduction in seizures for a group).4 TheMCID is not a property
of the COA but derived from an average estimate of meaningful
improvement from patients and caregivers. (3) A worthwhile
change reflects a balancing of risks and costs vs potential
benefits. This may vary depending on the type of therapy or
requirements of the trial, for example, an approved drug
repurposed for a new indication vs a novel gene replacement
therapy with uncertain risks. A worthwhile change begins with
the MCID but may be greater in different circumstances.

Summary/Conclusions
In the context of precision therapy initiatives for the multitude
of newly recognized, rare, genetic disorders, the fitness of
outcome measures to test efficacy of novel therapies is re-
ceiving heightened attention. The DEEs and NDDs more
broadly represent clusters of rare diseases that share specific
challenges for outcome assessment. Many currently available
COAs are not fit for detecting changes in nonseizure clinical
outcomes for severely affected individuals. Novel “precision”
therapies for these disorders will likely not receive regulatory
approval if they cannot reliably demonstrate real, meaningful
improvement in the clinical condition. A well-structured
process for confirming the importance of a specific COI for a
new disease and establishing the appropriateness of a COA
with respect to patients’ levels of ability could efficiently
provide the bulk of the evidence needed to determine suit-
ability of a given COA for that disease. Partnering with the
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many advocacy organizations to engage caregivers as an in-
tegral part of the COA development process could greatly
shorten the path to trial readiness for these rare diseases. The
PFDD guidances offer support for development and modifi-
cation of COAs to ensure their fitness. The flexibility
expressed regarding an evidence-based rationale, especially
for rare diseases, is encouraging.
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